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The azimuthal angle correlation of neutrons and
charged particles with respect to the reaction plane in
heavy-ion collisions is expected to provide essential in-
formation on the equation of state (EOS) of high den-
sity nuclear matter in supernovae and neutron star.
A new scintillation detector NiGIRI (Neutron, ion,
and γ-ray Identification for Radioactive Isotope beam),
comprises two types of PMTs (Hamamatsu H11265-
200, R8520-20-12) attached on both sides of a plastic
scintillator EJ299-33 (30×55×127mm3), is designed to
measure the positions and energies of neutrons (≥ 100
keV) and charged particles (π±, p, d, t, 3,4He, 6,7Li, ..)
with pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) capability1–3).
A feasiblity study of the NiGIRI detectors was per-

formed using 132Xe + CsI collisions at energies of
400 AMeV at HIMAC. The energies and positions of
charged particles were reconstructed and identified us-
ing the correlations of energy losses (∆E), timings, and
PSDs among the different layers of NiGIRI detectors.
Sixty four signals (32 NiGIRI detectors x 2 PMTs),
recorded with a synchronized wave-dump mode of four
flash ADC modules (CAEN V1730B; 500 MHz with 14
bits), were analyzed to deduce the integrated charge,
timing, and PSD offline.

Figure 1 demonstrates the particle identification of
low energy p, d, t, 3,4He, and 6,7Li in the energy cor-
relation of the 1st layer of NiGIRI (E) and a charged-
particle veto plastic scintillator (CPV: 2 mmt; ∆E).
The punch-through charged particles with higher en-
ergy were identified using up to 8 layers of NiGIRI
detectors.

Fig. 1. Correlation between the veto counter (∆E) and 1st

layer (E).

Particle identification of neutrons was tested using
the PSD, which is the ratio of the total charge-integral
(gate width = 385 ns) and tail charge-integral (gate
width = 360 ns; delay = 24 ns) of each PMT sig-
nal. The energy dependences of the PSD for charged-
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particles (Fig. 2a: events with CPV signal) and neu-
tral particles (Fig. 2b: events with no CPV signal)
show separation of particles among (p-d-t)-(He)-(Li)
and (γ)-(n), respectively. The energies of these ions
can be deduced using the time-of-flight (TOF) between
the CsI target and the NiGIRI detectors, which is also
useful for the consistency check with the energy losses
in the NiGIRI detectors. π± production can also be
studied by tagging stopped π decays in wave-dump
signals of the last NiGIRI detector.

Fig. 2. PSD of the 1st layer main PMT of charged particles

(a) and neutrons and γ-rays (b). Charged particle after

CP veto in (b) is simply due to insufficient coverage of

the NiGIRI detector.

Figure 3 shows the proto-type NiGIRI arrays ar-
ranged with full azimuthal coverage. Upgraded Ni-
GIR detectors will be applied at RIBF to study the
neutron-proton differencial flow at target rapidity in
neutron-rich nucleus collisions, where reaction plane
will be determined by measuring the squeeze-out out-
of-plane flow in mid-rapidity region.

Fig. 3. Thirty two NiGIRI detectors (16 arrays x 2 lay-

ers) arranged at target rapidity for multiplicity mea-

surement.
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Proposal of novel delayed-neutron branching ratio measurements
using MRTOF
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The astrophysical r-process plays important roles in
synthesis of heavy elements in the universe1). The r-
process pathway is dominantly determined by the neu-
tron separation energies of neutron-rich nuclei and the
abundance of the elements strongly depends on the
half-life of the nuclei in the pathway. In addition to
these two dominant nuclear properties, the delayed
neutron emission probabilities (Pn) and the neutron
capture cross sections (σn) contribute partially to the
element abundance. The cross section does not con-
tribute during equilibrium, but strongly affects the
freeze-out stage. However, direct neutron capture cross
sections of very neutron rich nuclei is so far very diffi-
cult to determine experimentally2). During freeze-out,
the β-decay path towards stability is defined by Pn.
Although almost all nuclei in the r-process pathway
have non-negligibly finite Pn, only a limited number of
them are experimentally determined.

So far the experimental Pn values have been deter-
mined by a limited variety of methods: direct detection
of delayed-neutron by 3He gas counters, detection of
recoil ions in an ion trap3), and radiochemical identifi-
cation of daughter nuclei. We propose a novel method
using a gas catcher cell and a multi-reflection time-of-
flight mass spectrograph (MRTOF-MS). The principle
is the same as the radiochemical method. All daughter
nuclides are identified and the yields are compared to
determine Pn. In the radiochemical method, charac-
teristic γ-rays and their branching ratios are needed to
obtain the yields, however, they are often unknown in
such very neutron rich nuclei. In the new method, we
identify the daughters and remaining precursor ions by
the MRTOF-MS. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing
of the experimental setup. The injected precursor nu-
clear ions are first thermalized in the gas catcher and
decay in the cell. The decay products are also ther-
malized in the cell and then extracted from the cell
using an rf-carpet and transport to the MRTOF-MS.
The recoil products are identified by the mass spectro-
graph. Figure 2 shows a schematic mass spectrum for
the case of 94Br. Note that remaining precursor and β
decay recoil, single neutron decay recoil, two neutron
decay recoil and their daughters (grand daughters of
the precursor) are all identified in a single spectrum.
It is especially important that the isobaric pair of the
precursor and the β-decay product (without neutron
emission) can be clearly separated. Such simultane-
ous detection of multiple atomic mass numbers along
with separation of isobaric ions is a unique feature of
MRTOF-MS4). It is difficult to achieve such capabil-
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Fig. 2. Schematic time of flight spectrum showing the pre-

cursor 94Br, β-decay daughter 94Kr, delayed single neu-

tron decay recoil 93Kr, delayed two neutron decay recoil
92Kr and their daughters.

ities in any other type of separator. The β-delayed
neutron decay probabilities can be obtained:

Pn = N(A − 1)/N0, (1)
P2n = N(A − 2)/N0, (2)
N0 = N�(A) + N(A − 1) + N(A − 2), (3)

where N(A−x) is the sum of x-neutron branch, N�(A)
is β-decay recoil and daughters excluding the remain-
ing precursor, and N0 corresponds to the total β-decay
number.

Thus obtained Pxn have ambiguities due to mixing
of the daughter’s Pxn. However, this can be corrected
by an independent measurement using the daughter as
a precursor. Moreover, for astrophysical applications,
the final mass distribution from a single precursor is
the required data. Another possible uncertainty can
be attributed to the decay in MRTOF, however, this
fraction can be evaluated if the lifetimes are known.
In case a cocktail RI beam is provided, one can still
determine Pn by solving a linear algebra of the final
distributions of isotopes in a few different but known
distributions of the cocktail beams.
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